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Agenda
▪ Introductions

▪ Importance of planning for neurodiversity and in particular ensuring 
that we engage better with those who are neurodiverse

▪ Good communication in National Infrastructure to reach and 
engage with the widest community

▪ Introduction to the Neurodiversity in Planning Toolkit

▪ Next steps – how can we adapt in delivering National Infrastructure 
and the planning and delivery process?

▪ Q&A - Discussion
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Survey by Manchester University (2014) – 1500 people 

14% A big difference, worthwhile doing 

27% Some difference, worthwhile doing

32% Not sure

5% Some difference, not worth doing

12% No difference, not worth doing this

How much of a difference 
would it make to your 
opinion of nuclear power 
if you could choose from 
different design options 
that ‘fit in’ more closely 
with the local 
environment?



“ traditional models of 
community engagement

….. disproportionately 
encourages engagement 
from people from a 
narrow set of 
demographic groups –
typically older, better 
off and white ” 



Typical profile of visitors to an exhibition

▪ The average response 
rate for UK public 
consultations stands at 
0.7%  - Consultation 
Institute

▪ Are views 
representative?

▪ How does this impact 
on decisions?



Everyone of us is different. We are all unique

We look different, we have different life experiences and we 
think in different ways 



Just because you are right, 
does not mean, I am wrong.  
You just have not seen life 
from my side









“ The more perspectives you have 
around the table, the more you 
can see.  

This ensures that you turn all the 
stones and see all the 
opportunities open to you ” 

Charlotte Valeur
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Bletchley Park Team



England football team



Traditional 
engagement
fails to capture our 
unique diversity



Full of words and 
2D plan images 

We often fail to think of 
things from the 
perspective of the 
consultee





Neurodiversity

That is 1 in 7 of us



What would your 
profile look like?

Would it be like 
mine?



We all think, learn and 
communicate differently

We need to think about all 
user experiences, not just 
our own

Challenges and
opportunities for 
engagement professionals







Examples of best practice engagement



Technology is driving a positive change





To help facilitate 
and encourage 
greater 
neurodiverse 
engagement at all 
stages of the 
planning process

Neurodiversity in Planning – Engagement Toolkit



We could all be better at communicating more 
concisely, clearly and impactfully 

We hope that the toolkit will help to start a 
conversation and inform changes in planning and the 
ways in which we engage with each other

Jennifer Offord  - Neurodiversity in planning network





The seven principles
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Visual stress is a separate to dyslexia

It causes distortions and discomfort

This can make reading difficult and tiring

Using a correct tint increases reading speed by up to 38%

Sensitivity, response and colour preference changes over time

Visual stress
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▪ Visual stress is a separate to dyslexia

▪ It causes distortions and discomfort 

▪ This can make reading difficult and tiring

▪ Using a correct tint increases reading speed 
by up to 38%

▪ Sensitivity and colour preference changes 
over time

Visual stress

https://www.crossboweducation.com/visual-stress-symptoms-and-solutions
https://www.crossboweducation.com/visual-stress-symptoms-and-solutions
https://www.crossboweducation.com/visual-stress-symptoms-and-solutions










Diversity and Inclusion in engagement

“Diversity is being invited to the party; 
Inclusion is being asked to dance” 
Verna Myers

We need to recognise that some people 
may require more support than others in 
order to be able to dance –

but when we are all on the dance floor, 
what a party that will be.
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The next steps

▪ Recognise value added to a scheme by 
diverse and inclusive engagement –
shaping our future is not just for the 
few

▪ Need to use the toolkit and share 
experiences

▪ Let the conversation begin


